For q any power of two, the dual Dq of the binary linear code spanned by the lines of the regular (q, q)-generalized quadrangle W(q) is shown to be a q-error correcting one-step completely orthogonalizable code of length q3 + q2 + q + 1. By a previous result (Bagchi and Sastry, 1987, Geom. Dedicata 22, 137-147), the rate of Dq is at least half in the limit as q ~ or. We also determine the full automorphism group and maximum weight of Dq and the minimum weight of its dual. ~© 1988
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. The only codes considered here are binary linear codes. Accordingly, it is convenient to identify a code word with its suport. Under this identification, vector addition is the same as set-theoretic symmetric difference, the Hamming weight of a word w is its cardinality Iwl, and the inner product of two words is the cardinality modulo 2 of their intersection. See, e.g., Blahut (1983) or MacWilliams and Sloane (1977) for background material in coding theory.
1.2. A binary linear code A with minimum weight d is said to be onestep completely orthogonalizable (Blake and Mullin, 1976, p. 108) if, for each coordinate position x, there are d-1 words wl, 1 ~< i~< d-1, in the dual code A" such that wic~ wi = {x} for iv~j. It is evident that one cannot have more than d-1 such words through a position in the support of a weight d word of ,4. This notion was introduced in Massey (1963) and for more on it see (Blahut, 1983, Chapter 13; Goethals, 1973) . These codes are important in practice because the full error-correcting ability of such a code can be utilized by implementing the one-step majority logic decoding procedure which is among the simplest known deeding algorithms. The following seem to be the only known constructive families of binary onestep completely orthogonalizable codes: (i)duals of binary Hamming codes (MacWilliam and Sloane, 1977, p. 23) ; (ii) the codes constructed in Smith (1968) from Steiner 2-designs, discussed in the survey article by Goethals (1973) ; (iii) the codes constructed in Delsarte (1971) from oddorder miquelian inversive planes; and (iv) the dual of the binary linear code spanned by the lines of a projective plane of order q, q a power of two (see Weldon, 1966 ).
1.3. The Construction. For each power q of two, let Cq denote the binary linear code spanned by the lines of the unique regular (q, q)-generalized quadrangle W(q) (i.e., the generalized quadrangle of order (q, q) in which every point is regular (see 5.2.1, p. 77 in Payne and Thas, 1984) . Let Dq = Cq ~ be its orthogonal dual. In this paper we prove: to the codes mentioned in (iii) and (iv) of 1.2 above, they may still be of interest in view of their rich geometric structure on the one hand, and the paucity of one-step completely orthogonalizable codes on the other hand.
Notice that in view of the inequality in 1.4(a), the rate of Dq is at least half in the limit as q goes to infinity.
1.6. Since the generalized quadrangles W(q) do not have ovoids for odd prime-powers q (Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.4.1 in Payne and Thas, 1984) , our Theorem 1.4 does not hold for such q. Indeed, the proof that Dq is one-step completely orthogonalizable depends on the existence of many ovoids in W(q), so that q must be a power of two.
2. PRELIMINARIES 2.1. Generalized quadrangles. Recall (Payne and Thas, 1984, p. 1 ) that an (s, t)-generalized quadrangle is a linear space (i.e., an incidence system with at most one line through any two distinct points) with s + 1 points per line and t + 1 lines per point, such that given a point x and a line 2 off x, there is a unique line through x which meets 4. Given an (s, t)-generalized quadrangle X= (P, L) and a set A ~ P, the set A±_ ~ P is defined to be the set of points which are collinear with every point in A. If x and y are two non-collinear points of X then it is easy to see that I{x, y}±] =t+ 1 and I{x, y } ±±E-~ < t + 1. The point x is called regular if equality holds in the last inequality for every point y which is not collinear with x (Payne and Thea, 1984, p. 4) . We say that X is regular if every point of X is regular. If that is the case, then for each pair x, y of non-collinear points, the point set {x, y}±~ {x, y}±± is called a dual grid of X. Note that when X is regular, a dual grid of X is nothing but the point-set of a (1, t) subquadrangle of X. Thus this definition of regularity coincides with the definition in Bagchi and Sastry (1988) . It is easy to see that every line meets each dual grid in 0 or 2 points.
An ovoid of an (s, t)-generalized quadrangle X is a set of st + 1 points no two of which are collinear. Since X has (s+ 1).(st+ 1) points and (t+ 1).(st+l) lines, an ovoid of X may also be defined as a point-set which meets every line in a unique point (Payne and Thas, 1984, p. 12) .
For a point x, the star at x is defined to be the union of the lines through x. Thus each star meets each ovoid in 1 or t + 1 points. (Payne and Thas, 1984, p. 77 ), for each prime-power q there is a unique regular (q, q)-generalized quadrangle; it is denoted by W(q). From the standard construction (Payne and Thas, 1984, p. 37) of W(q), it is clear that W(q) admits the classical simple group P Sp(4, q) as an automorphism group. Indeed, the full automorphism group PF Sp(4, q) of W(q) is the extension of P Sp(4, q) by the automorphism group of the field of order q. From the proof of Benson's theorem one sees that W(q) is canonically embedded in a copy of the projective 3-space PG(3, q) over the field of order q, such that the planes (projective 2-flats) of PG(3, q) are the stars of W(q). Indeed, the lines of W(q) are precisely the absolute lines of PG(3, q) relative to the sympletic polarity of PG(3, q) mapping a point x to the star at x. We shall call an ovoid of W(q) an elliptic ovoid in case it is an elliptic quadric (Dembowski, 1968) in the ambient PG(3, q) (see Bagchi and Sastry, 1987 , for a more detailed discussion).
On W(q). By a Theorem of Benson
2.3. Strongly regular graphs. We recall that a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k, 2, ~t) is a (simple, undirected, loopless) graph on v vertices which is regular of degree k in which any two distinct vertices are together adjacent with either 2 or p other vertices according as the two vertices are adjacent or not.
2.4. Standing notations. Throughout the rest of this paper q will stand for a power of 2 (see 1.6 above). In this case P Sp(4, q)=Sp(4, q), PFSp(4, q)=FSp(4, q) and W(q) is self-dual (Payne and Thas, 1984, p. 43) . Cq and Dq will denote the binary linear codes associated with W(q) as in 1.3 above. For any set w, [w[ will stand for the number of elements of w. P and L will denote the set of points and lines (respectively) of W(q).
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Since q is a power of two, the following is a model of W(q) in view of Theorem 3.2.1 in (Payne and Thas, 1984, p. 43) . Fix a nondegenerate quadric Q in PG(4, q). The points and lines of W(q) are the points and lines of PG(4, q) contained in Q. In terms of this model, the elliptic ovoids of W(q) are precisely the sections of Q by hyperplanes of PG(4, q) which are elliptic quadrics in the hyperplane. Hence it is clear that for any two distinct elliptic ovoids 0~, 02 of W(q), [01 f'~ 021 = 1 or q+ 1. Indeed, the intersection is either a singleton or a conic in dimension two. Further, it is easy to see in terms of this model that the following result is a reformulation of the case q = 2 e, n = 2 of the theorem in Hubaut and Metz (1982) . 
THEOREM (Hubaut and Metz
The following result is implicitly contained in Example 1.4(d) in Debroey and Thas (1978) attributed to Metz. We sketch a proof of this theorem since no published proof appears to be available.
THEOREM (Metz). For each point x of W(q) there is a set of q elliptic ovoids of W(q), any two of which are tangent at x. Indeed, any elliptic ovoid of W(q) containing x belongs to exactly one such set.
Proof We first prove the following.
Claim. If 01, 02, 03 are three distinct elliptic ovoids of W(q) and x is a point of W(q) such that 01 ~ 02 = {x} = 01 c~ 03 then 02 n 03 = {x}.
Suppose not. Then 02 c~ 0 3 ~--C is a conic with x e C. Sp(4, q) has a subgroup (namely a copy of PGL(2, q)) which fixes both 02 and 03 and acts transitively on C as well as on 02\C. Hence there are two constants al and a 2 such that each point y~ C lies on exactly al elliptic ovoids of W(q) tangent to both 02 and 03, whereas each point z ~ 02\C lies on exactly a2 such ovoids. Since by assumption there is an elliptic ovoid 01 tangent to both 02 and 03 at a point x ~ C, we have al ~> 1. The total number of elliptic ovoids of W(q) which are tangent to both 02 and 03 is (q+l)al+ (q2_q) a2 =,t t= 2q(q-1) by Theorem 3.1. Hence we have (q+ 1)a~ =(2-az)q( q-I).
(3.1)
Since the left-hand side of (3.1) is strictly positive, so is the right-hand side. Hence a2 = 0 or 1. In either case 2-a2 is relatively prime to q + 1. Hence q + 1 divides q(q-1), which is absurd since q/> 2. This establishes the claim. Now let 01 be any elliptic ovoid of W(q) with x e 01. Since the stabilizer of 01 in Sp(4, q) is transitive on 0~, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that exactly k/(q2+ 1 )=q-1 elliptic ovoids 0i, 2 ~< i~< q, are tangent to 0~ at x.
By the claim proved above, the q ovoids G, 1 ~< i ~< q, are mutually tangent at x.
We shall also need the following result (Proposition 2 in Bagchi and Sastry ( 1987) ): Bagchi and Sastry, 1987, all the known ovoids of W(q) belong to Cq.) 3.4. Proof of Theorem 1.4. The statements regarding minimum weight words of Dq and D~-are special cases of Theorem 2.8 in Bagchi and Sastry (1988) wherein analogous statements are proved for all regular generalized polygons. We include their proofs for completeness.
THEOREM (Bagchi and Sastry). The elliptic ovoids of W(q) belong to the binary code C~ of W(q). (Indeed, by Theorem 2 in
(a) By definition, Du is a binary linear code of length q3 + q2 + q + 1. The inequality dim(Dq)>~ ½q3+ q_ 1 is Theorem 4 in Bagchi and Sastry (1987) . For any coordinate position x of Dq (i.e., any point x of W(q)), and y~ (1 <~i<~q) of w are distinct. Thus twl >~2q+2. On the other hand, the dual grids of W(q) are sets of size 2q + 2 meeting each line in 0 or 2 points, so that they are words of weight 2q + 2 in Dq. Thus the minimum weight of Dq is 2q + 2. Let w be any word of Oq. Since each line 2 of W(q) has size q + 1 and meets w in an even number of points, we have 12 n w l ~< q. Also, through each point pass q + 1 lines and there is a total of (q + 1)(q2+ 1) lines. Hence, counting in two ways the number n of ordered pairs (x, 2), where 2 is a line and xe2nw, we get (q+l)lwl=n<~q (q+l) . (q2+l 3.5. Remarks. It is easy to see that D2 is a self-orthogonal code of length 15 and dimension 5. It has 1 word of weight 0 (the empty set), 10 words of weight 6 (dual grids), 15 words of weight 8 (complements of stars), and 6 words of weight 10 (complements of ovoids). Thus equality holds in the inequality of Theorem 1.4(a) for q=2; we have adhoc arguments to show that equality holds for q = 4 as well. Perhaps equality holds for all powers of two. Some interesting consequences of this conjecture have been discussed in Bagchi and Sastry (1987) . RECEIVED August 6, 1986; ACCEPTED July 23, 1987 
